Combined Supporting Technology with Bolt-Grouting and Floor Pressure-Relief for Deep Chamber: An Underground Coal Mine Case Study
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Abstract: Based on the engineering geological conditions of the Number 2 chamber in the slope at Xinzhuang coal mine, which is located in the eastern part of Yongcheng City, Henan Province, China, the authors conducted a systematic research on the anchoring-grouting and the floor pressure-relief supporting technology by using theoretical analysis, numerical calculation and field industrial test. Results showed that: (1) the lithology of the surrounding rock was poor, and the stress and effective loading coefficient on the chamber surrounding rock were high due to the abutment pressure that was induced by the shaft protective pillar. Both of them resulted in the floor heave and the surrounding rock deformation damage of the chamber; (2) The numerical calculation showed that, after the floor pressure-relief slot was excavated in the head chamber, the vertical stress of the floor surrounding rock of chamber and the horizontal stress of the side surrounding rock were significantly reduced when compared with the stress before the pressure-relief, and the floor vertical displacement basically remained unchanged. So the floor pressure-relief slot could effectively control the chamber floor heave and was helpful for the long-term stability of the chamber. After the severe deformation chamber was renovated by using a combined support with bolt-mesh-shotcreting and anchor cables, several other techniques were also applied to ensure the stability of the chamber. The floor pressure-relief slot was excavated, both the roof and the sides surrounding rock of chamber were grouted with grouting bolt, and both sides and the floor (including pressure-relief slot) of the chamber were grouted with anchor cable bundles. After implementation of above systematic techniques, the surrounding rock of chamber is in a stable state, which demonstrated that the field test is successful. The combined supporting technology with the anchoring-grouting and the floor pressure-relief has an important practical significance for the long-term stability of the chamber to ensure the safe and efficient production of the mine.
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1. Introduction

With the construction of the large coal production bases and the safety and high efficiency modern coal mines in China, the mining intensity increases and the mining depth gradually develops to deep ground. Deep mining activities require a large scale automatic underground belt conveyor. However, the strength of the surrounding rock of the belt conveyor chamber is lower because the
chamber is generally located in the weak coal measure rock strata. The stress near the chamber is highly concentrated because of the mining activities. The above factors make it very hard to control the deformation of surrounding rock of the deep chamber, and almost not possible to ensure the stability and the service life of the chamber.

As a support technology in underground mining engineering, bolting has been used for more than 100 years since 1912 [1,2]. In the past 20 years, new bolt support technology develops very fast in China, which includes the supporting theory, supporting materials, design methods, and monitoring technologies. Indraratna [3] studied the fracture mechanism of surrounding rock in the circular roadway under bolting support by conducting model tests. Bobet and Einstein [4] proposed the mechanical analysis model of surrounding rocks under bolt support based on the elastic-plastic theory. Kang et al. [5] analyzed the breakup mode and reason of non-full-length anchoring bolt based on field monitoring; they proposed related improvement measures and conducted field applications. In China, the proportions of bolt support in coal roadways have reached more than 60%. Field practices indicate that applying high pretension and intensive bolts with the cooperating the grouting reinforcement is an effective technique to control roadway deformation, especially in kilometer-depth roadways, soft rock roadways, soft-broken roadways, and roadways that are affected by dynamic mining pressure [6–8]. According to the Velenje coal mine geological condition, Vižintin studied rock burst dependency on the type of steel arch support, coal burst source locations and the development of dewatering predictions, their results have important directive to production practices of Velenje coal mine [9–11]. Cai et al. [12] studied a serious deformed chamber near the panel area, which was strongly affected by both ground pressure and dynamic mining activities. They applied an integrated combined technique to control the deformation of the chamber, such as the filling chemical pulp in the roof and sides surrounding rock of chamber, the backfill grouting with cement, and the constructing prestress full length chemical grouting anchor cable with anchor cable grouting in the floor. Meng et al. [13] studied geological conditions of the shaft station chamber, whose surrounding rocks are of low strength and high stress in the Zhaolou coal mine. They put forward a combined support system of “three anchors” to control deep roadway surrounding rock deformation and floor heave, which adopted grouting bolts as the core including bolt, cable anchor and bolt-grouting. Gao et al. [14] researched the supporting mechanism of three-dimensional (3D) anchor-cable and applied the 3D anchor-cable in supporting coal roadways. After the pressure relief on both sides of the roadway, the 3D anchor-cable support technology solves the roadway support problem in the soft thick coal seam. Based on the in situ stress distribution characteristics of the chamber, Zhang et al. [15] showed that the vertical stress and shear stress are two main causes for the deformation and failure of the roadway under dynamic pressures. They suggested that keeping a reasonable protective coal pillar and applying deep hole loosening (pressure relief) blasting of surrounding rock are good ways to control the roadway deformation. LI [16] believed that bolt breakup in high stress surrounding rock was caused by the joint action of tensile and shear stress based on field measurement and analysis. Shen et al. [17] researched the deformation of the deep large section soft rock substation chamber. By arranging pressure-relief bores in the sides of the chamber, opening the pressure-relief slot in the floor, and applying a combined support technology of bolt (cable) strengthening the chamber floor surrounding rock, they could effectively control the deformation of the chamber. According to the supporting mechanism of “strong-weak-strong structure”, Yang et al. [18] solved the high stress roadway floor heave problem by arranging pressure-relief slot in the middle of floor and using the two blasting method to construct pressure-relief slot in the middle of the floor on the basis of the high strength support principle in roadways. This method improves the digging efficiency of the pressure-relief slot and solves the construction problem of the pressure-relief slot. Chen et al. [19] put forward the deep soft rock roadway full section unloading support technology by using high strength prestress yieldable anchor cables and floor pressure-relief slots.

Xinzhuang coal mine is located in the eastern part of Yongcheng City, Henan Province, China (Figure 1). There are four belt conveyor transportations in the main blind incline shaft of Xinzhuang coal mine, which belong to Henan Shenuo Coal and Electric Power Corporation Ltd. (Shangqiu, Henan,
China). The second head chamber with a large section is located in the No.II-2 coal seam, and its roof strata and surrounding rocks are weak. The chamber has been served for more than ten years. Due to the influence of the blind incline shaft’s protective pillar, the chamber deforms seriously, the floor is broken, and both rib sides converge seriously. This causes the bending of the lifting beam in the upper chamber where the arch height is around 400 mm. Since the second head chamber has to provide transport services for deep second and third level until the mine is abandoned, the stability of head chamber must be ensured, which directly controls the safe operation of the belt conveyor and the daily production of the mine. The study of the head chamber deformation and the broken mechanism of surrounding rock by using bolting grouting reinforcement and floor pressure-relief technology could provide a reference for the surrounding rock deformation control in the deep third and fourth head chamber.

Figure 1. Location of Xinzhuang coal mine.

2. Geological Engineering Condition of Head Chamber

Xinzhuang coal mine is located in the eastern part of the Huanghuai alluvial plain, the southern margin of the old course of the Yellow River, the land is flat, and the ground elevation is +31 m. The overall shape of Xinzhuang area is a monoclinic tectonic, which is inclined to the north, and the strata occurrence is gentle and tectonic is relatively stable with lots of faults. The complexity of the tectonic movement is medium. The mine uses shaft multi-level uphill and downhill development method. The first, second, and third mining level of mining is at −380 m, −600 m, and −700 m, respectively. The current production level is at the third level. The inclined longwall retreat mining method is used to mine the Permian No.II-2 coal seam. The coal seam dips 3−10°, and the thickness is 1.45−3.40 m with an average of 3.0 m. The coal seam structure is simple with no partings, which belongs to the stable seam. The roof is mainly sandy mudstone or medium fine grained sandstone, sometimes mudstone, and the floor is mudstone or sandy mudstone.

The first level of Xinzhuang coal mine uses shaft development, and the second and third level uses blind incline shaft development. The four blind incline shafts are shown as follows: belt blind incline shaft, track blind incline shaft, pedestrian blind incline shaft, and return air blind incline shaft, and all of them were arranged along the No.II-2 coal seam. The belt blind incline shaft between −380 m level to −600 m level has two powerful belt conveyors, and the second powerful belt conveyor head chamber is arranged along the floor of No.II-2 coal seam. The depth of the chamber is 526 m. The original design section of the chamber is the three heart arch type, and the width, height and full length are 6.7−7.4 m, 5.3 m, and 17.7 m, respectively. A combined supporting technique, including bolt, anchor cable, bolt-mesh, and shotcreting were used to support the chamber. After several renovations, the surrounding rocks of chamber are already broken.
3. Main Causes of Surrounding Rock Deformation in the Head Chamber

The deformation behavior of roadway in the second head chamber was measured continuously and measured results show that the chamber rib-to-rib moves with a speed of 36.4 mm/month, and the floor heave moves with a speed of 8.7 mm/month. When the chamber floor heave reaches a certain value, the motor foundation will tilt. This will induce the dislocation or fracture between the connecting shaft of the conveyor motor and the gearbox in the chamber, which causes serious accidents of downtime outages and equipment damage. These potential damages could stop the mine operation, and therefore requires preventions. At present, the head chamber surrounding rock has serious deformations, and the main reasons are summarized as follows:

1. Chamber surrounding rocks are weak lithology and of low strength. The chamber is located in the roof-to-floor strata of the coal seam, and the lithology of surrounding rocks is mainly coal seam, sandy mudstone, and sandstone. According to the observation of the exposure surface during the chamber driving and drilling, the integrated histogram of surrounding rock of chamber is shown in Figure 2.

2. Buried depth of the chamber is 526 m with a high in situ stress.

3. The chamber was affected by the fixed abutment pressure of the shaft protective pillars. The inclined longwall working face is completed in both sides of the blind incline shaft, and the chamber is in the downhill of the protective pillars of the blind incline shaft with a pillar total width of 570 m.

The roadway surrounding rock stability and deformation state is largely dependent on the surrounding rock stress and the strength under certain support conditions. The surrounding rock effective load coefficient C can reflect the stability, the loose circle’s size, and the deformation characteristics of the surrounding rock under the specific conditions of buried depth, lithology, and mining conditions [20,21].

\[
C = \frac{K_\gamma H}{R_0}
\]  

(1)

where, \( K \) is the coefficient of stress concentration of surrounding rock. When the virgin stress of rock is the gravity stress, \( K \) is 1; under the influence of mining activities, \( K \) is 1.3. \( \gamma \) is the average bulk density of overlying strata, \( N/m^3 \); \( H \) is the buried depth of the roadway, m; and, \( R_0 \) is the uniaxial compressive strength of surrounding rock, MPa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histogram</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Rock name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>Siltstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>Fine-grained sandstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>Medium-grained sandstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>Coal seam II-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>Siltstone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Figure 2. Integrated histogram of surrounding rock of chamber.]
According to the literature [21], the roadway is under the influence of the fixed abutment pressure, when surrounding rock effective load coefficient is constant and the roadway surrounding rock deformation velocity changes within a certain range. The relationship between the surrounding rock average deformation velocity $V$ and effective load coefficient $C$ is shown as follows [21]:

$$V = 0.79C - 0.36$$

(2)

where $V$ is average roof-to-floor convergence speed of the roadway, mm/day.

Based on the surrounding rock mechanics parameters and geological conditions of the head chamber in Xinzhuang coal mine, the surrounding rock deformation velocity is shown below:

$$V = 0.79 \times K_{\gamma} H / R_0 - 0.36 = 0.79 \times 1.3 \times 0.025 \times 526/20 - 0.36 = 0.32 \text{ (mm/day)}$$

(3)

The deformation of the head chamber surrounding rock was monitored and the results show that the average speed of the floor heave is 0.3 mm/day. These results using an effective load coefficient to forecast the roadway surrounding rock deformation speed are consistent with the measured values.

4. Pressure-Relief Principle of Chamber Floor Pressure-Relief Slot

Most coal mines in China use top pressure-relief slot or large-scale pressure-relief to protect the chamber [22]. This method could keep the surrounding rock of the chamber integrate and make the chamber stay in a stress reduction zone, which makes the surrounding rock remain stable for a long time. Xinzhuang coal mine is a large scale production mine, and this requires that the downtime of production should be minimized or the renovation should be carried out only in the maintenance time. When considering that there is no shipped out system of the gangue in the mine, the floor pressure-relief slot is used to control the chamber floor heave after the chamber is renovated by the surrounding rock bolt-grouting technique.

4.1. Pressure-Relief Principle and the Layout and Parameters of the Chamber Pressure-Relief Slot

4.1.1. Pressure-Relief Principle of Floor Pressure-Relief Slot

First, the “high strength, strong pressure, integration” bolting and grouting combined support is applied in the roof and two-side of the chamber to control the stability of the surrounding rock. After the pressure-relief slot is excavated in the chamber floor, a “weak structure” will be formed in the floor, which can reserve certain space for the chamber floor to heave and therefore release the floor high concentrated stress. The “weak structure” could control the stress release in chamber floor, absorb a large amount of surrounding rock deformation, and change the distribution of the chamber surrounding rock stress field. This also means the peak stress of the surrounding rock near the chamber was transferred to a long distance rock area, which makes the chamber is in the stress decreasing area, and thus achieves the purpose of unloading. Meanwhile, the grouting reinforcement was adopted to control the stability of the floor and two-side of the chamber. After the high stress of chamber surrounding rock is released, a low stress will appear, which is gradually balanced by the grouting support. At the same time, the chamber enters a relatively stable stage. A long term effective control of the chamber surrounding rock can be realized when the bolting and grouting support parameters and the floor pressure-relief slot designed parameters of the chamber surrounding rock are reasonably designed [18].

4.1.2. Layout and Parameters of Pressure-Relief Slot

The layout and parameters of the pressure-relief slot directly determine the pressure-relief effect of the chamber. Arranging the pressure-relief slot in both sides of the chamber floor can effectively change the stress field of the surrounding rock, reduce surrounding rock stress concentration, and thus achieve the prevention of the chamber floor heave [23].
The head chamber floor is the pouring concrete base of 1#, 2#, 3#, 4# belt conveyor motor and reducer unit, which were laid in a double row along the length direction of the chamber. The unit base of 1# and 2# are a whole base and so did the 3# and 4#, as shown in Figure 3. Along the length direction of the chamber is 4.555 m, the distance between the base and the chamber is 0.6–0.9 m, and the base depth is 1.5 m. Therefore, the chamber floor pressure-relief slot can only be laid on both sides of the chamber floor.

![Figure 3. Layout of the chamber (a) Plane drawing (b) Sectional drawing.](image)

The depth of the pressure-relief slot in general is 0.9–2.0 m [24,25] in the examples of successful treatment of floor heave in the deep chamber by the floor pressure-relief slot in China. If the excavation of the pressure-relief slot depth is too large due to the slotting, the floor heave amount that is caused by the increase plastic zone of the floor surrounding rock will exceed the adsorbed limit floor deformation by the pressure-relief slot. Therefore, the floor pressure-relief slot should have a reasonable depth. When considering that the depth of the pressure-relief slot must be equal to or at least exceed the depth of the nose concrete base, the pressure-relief slot width and depth were determined as 0.4 m and 1.5 m, and the length of the pressure-relief slot is the chamber length.

In the following section, we will simulate the stress field of the chamber surrounding rock before and after the implementation of the pressure-relief slot by numerical simulation using FLAC3D. FLAC3D is a numerical modeling package for geotechnical analyses of soil, rock, constructs, and ground support, which has been widely used in the mining industry [26,27]. The analysis of the FLAC3D modeling results could be helpful to explain the pressure-relief mechanism of the floor pressure-relief slot.

4.2. Chamber Deformation Calculation Model When Opening the Floor Pressure-Relief Slot

4.2.1. Numerical Computational Mechanics Model

In the middle of the blind incline shaft head chamber in Xinzhuang coal mine, the section width along the strike direction of the coal seam is selected as the numerical calculation model, as shown in Figure 4. The model’s horizontal and height dimensions are 58 m and 50 m, respectively; both sides of the model have supported boundary, the amount of displacement in the x direction is zero, and the bottom edge of the model is the fixed boundary. The upper part of the model is a free surface by applying an area force that is the gravity of the simulated upper strata. Chamber buried depth is 526 m, and an average bulk density of overlying rock mass is $2.5 \times 10^4$ N/m$^3$. When considering that the vertical virgin stress of chamber surrounding rock is the self-weight stress, lateral pressure coefficient $\lambda$ is 1.5, and the virgin stress of chamber surrounding rock is as follows: vertical stress $\sigma_z = \gamma h = 0.025 \times 526 = 13.15$ (MPa), so $q = \sigma_z = 13.15$ (MPa) in Figure 4; horizontal stress $\sigma_x = \sigma_y = \lambda \sigma_z = 1.5 \times 13.15 = 19.725$ (MPa).

Chamber is designed to an arched section, and the chamber width is 6.7 m and the height is 5.4 m. The model grid is $112 \times 40 \times 100$. The pressure-relief slot on both sides of the chamber floor is designed to rectangular section, and the specification is $0.4 \times 1.5$ m.
The following assumptions are made for numerical calculations in order to simplify the simulation: (1) the influence of construction process on rock mechanics index is not considered, and the seepage influence is not considered either; (2) Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion is adopted as the constitutive model of the rock mass; (3) The calculation process is shown as follows. Firstly, the rock mass will reach the initial equilibrium in the state of original stress of rock. Then, the initial displacement amount is set to zero, and the excavation part of the roadway is replaced by the null model. Finally, the displacement and stress values after the change are calculated.

4.2.2. Physical and Mechanical Parameters of Chamber Surrounding Rock

The physical and mechanical parameters of the surrounding rock are very important for determining the simulation result of the chamber. According to the surrounding rock geological conditions near the head chamber in Xinzhuang coal mine, the physical and mechanical parameters of the chamber surrounding rock are obtained by the indoor rock and coal mechanical tests with a reasonable reduction coefficient. All of these obtained parameters are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lithology</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>Bulk Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Shear Modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Cohesion (MPa)</th>
<th>Internal Friction Angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fine-grained sandstone</td>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>44.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium-grained sandstone</td>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coal seam II-2</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>30.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandy mudstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siltstone</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Analysis on Numerical Simulation Calculation Results

Based on numerical simulation results, the comparative analysis of the pressure-relief effect of the pressure-relief slot can be obtained by analyzing the changes of the vertical stress field, the vertical displacement field, the horizontal stress field, and the horizontal displacement field of the chamber surrounding rock before and after the pressure-relief.
4.3.1. Numerical Computational Mechanics Model

Figures 5 and 6 show the vertical stress field of the surrounding rock of the chamber before and after the opening of the floor pressure-relief slot. In the central vertical direction of the chamber, the observation points were selected in the surrounding rock at the roof and floor. The displacement and stress changes of each observation point are compared before and after the pressure relief.

![Vertical stress field of the surrounding rock of chamber prior to pressure-relief.](image1)

**Figure 5.** Vertical stress field of the surrounding rock of chamber prior to pressure-relief.

![Vertical stress field of the surrounding rock of chamber after pressure-relief.](image2)

**Figure 6.** Vertical stress field of the surrounding rock of chamber after pressure-relief.

The vertical stress distribution curves of the surrounding rock of the chamber are shown in Figure 7. When compared with the stress before the pressure-relief, the vertical stress of the chamber floor at the same depth decreases slightly and the vertical stress of the chamber roof at the same height slightly increases. When compared with the stress prior to the pressure-relief, the vertical stress of surrounding rock at the 1.5 m range of the chamber floor is slightly smaller after the pressure-relief, the vertical stress of surrounding rock at the 1.5 m–4.5 m range of the chamber floor average decreases up to 41%, and the vertical stress of surrounding rock of the chamber roof changes little.

The vertical displacement curves of the surrounding rock of the chamber before and after the pressure-relief are shown in Figure 8. When compared with the displacement before the pressure-relief, the vertical displacement of the chamber floor at the same depth basically remains unchanged after the pressure-relief, and the vertical displacement of the chamber roof of the same height slightly increases with an average of 3.1%. These results show that the vertical stress of the surrounding rock of the chamber floor is greatly reduced, and the floor vertical displacement basically remains unchanged after the open of the pressure-relief slot. This is very helpful for the long-term stability of the surrounding rock of the chamber floor.
4.3.2. Changes of the Horizontal Stress Field and Displacement Field of the Chamber

The horizontal stress and displacement of the surrounding rock of the chamber are studied before and after the opening of the pressure-relief slot in the floor. In order to study the change of the chamber, and the observation points are selected at different depths from the surface of the chamber, a horizontal observation line is arranged at the 2 m high position of the horizontal stress, and the observation points are selected at different depths from the surface of the chamber.

**Figure 7.** Distribution curves of the vertical stress for roof and floor strata of the chamber prior to and after pressure-relief. (a) Distribution curves of the vertical stress for the floor; (b) Distribution curves of the vertical stress for the roof. Curve 1—prior to pressure-relief; Curve 2—after pressure-relief.

**Figure 8.** Distribution curves of the vertical displacements for roof and floor strata of the chamber prior to and after pressure-relief. (a) Distribution curves of the vertical displacements for the floor; (b) Distribution curves of the vertical displacements for the roof. Curve 1—prior to pressure-relief; Curve 2—after pressure-relief.

4.3.2. Changes of the Horizontal Stress Field and Displacement Field of the Chamber

Figures 9 and 10 show the horizontal stress distribution of the surrounding rock of chamber before and after the opening of the pressure-relief slot in the floor. In order to study the change of the horizontal stress, a horizontal observation line is arranged at the 2 m high position of the chamber, and the observation points are selected at different depths from the surface of the chamber. The variation of the horizontal stress and displacement of the surrounding rock of the chamber are studied.

**Figure 9.** Horizontal stress field of surrounding rock of chamber prior to pressure-relief.
The horizontal displacement distribution of the surrounding rock of both sides of the chamber before and after the pressure-relief is shown in Figure 12. When compared with the displacement before the pressure-relief, the horizontal displacement of both sides of the chamber is increased by an average of 3.7% after the pressure-relief. These results show that the horizontal stress of both sides of the chamber is greatly reduced, and that the horizontal displacement of both sides of the chamber changes little, this is conducive to the stability of the surrounding rock of both sides of the chamber.

Figure 11 shows the horizontal stress distribution curve of the chamber surrounding rock before and after the pressure-relief. As compared with the stress before the pressure-relief, the horizontal stress of both sides of the chamber is reduced after the pressure-relief, and the high stress is transferred to the deep surrounding rock. The horizontal stress of the surrounding rock at the 1.2 m range of both sides of the chamber changes a little after the pressure relief, but the average decrease of the stress at the 1.2-4.5 m range is 30%. Figure 12 shows the horizontal displacement distribution of the surrounding rock of the chamber before and after the pressure-relief. When compared with the displacement before the pressure-relief, the horizontal displacement of both sides of the chamber is increased by an average of 3.7% after the pressure-relief. These results show that the horizontal stress of both sides of the chamber is greatly reduced, and that the horizontal displacement of both sides of the chamber changes little, this is conducive to the stability of the surrounding rock of both sides of the chamber.

Figure 10. Horizontal stress field of surrounding rock of chamber after pressure-relief.

Figure 11. Distribution curves of the horizontal stress on surrounding rock of chamber prior to and after pressure-relief: Curve 1—prior to pressure-relief; Curve 2—after pressure-relief.

Figure 12. Distribution curves of the horizontal displacements on surrounding rock of chamber prior to and after pressure-relief: Curve 1—prior to pressure-relief; Curve 2—after pressure-relief.
To sum up, the opening of the floor pressure-relief slot can effectively control the chamber floor heaven and has an important significance to ensure the long-term stability of the chamber floor.

5. Bolt-Grouting Reinforcement of Chamber and Pressure-Relief Industrial Test

According to the deformation and failure of the surrounding rock of the head chamber, the treatment of chamber deformation is carried out in three steps by using the available construction technology. Firstly, the bolt (cable)-mesh-shotcreting combined support is applied. The chamber is renovated by expanding both sides, ripping the roof, and cleaning the floor. After the expansion of the chamber, the combined support of bolting, anchored cable, bolting, and metal mesh, and shotcreting are implemented. Secondly, the grouting reinforcement of the chamber roof in the shallow surrounding rock and opening the floor pressure-relief slot is implemented. After the chamber is renovated, the grouting by grouting bolt and constructing pressure-relief slot on both sides of the chamber floor is applied. Thirdly, the grouting reinforcement of the chamber sides and the floor deep surrounding rock are carried out. The grouting anchor cable bundle is used to reinforce the chamber sides and the floor surrounding rock and ensure the long-term stability of the chamber.

5.1. Anchoring-Grouting Support and the Floor Pressure-Relief Slot Construction

First of all, the chamber section is expanded. After the expansion of the chamber meets the design specifications, the steel mesh is laid and then the bolt, metal mesh, and initial shotcreting support are all applied. Then, both the anchored cable and the secondary shotcreting support are carried out. After the bolt-cable-mesh-shotcreting support is completed, the chamber sides and roof shallow surrounding rock is grouted by a grouting bolt. After constructing the pressure-relief slot on both sides of the chamber floor, the chamber sides and floor deep surrounding rock is grouted by the grouting anchor cable bundle. The layout plane drawing and sectional drawing of the chamber with anchoring-grouting support are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

![Figure 13. Layout plane drawing of chamber with anchoring-grouting and floor relief supporting.](image-url)
(1) The bolt mesh cable and shotcreting support. The bolts in the roof and sides of the chamber are $\Phi 20 \text{ mm} \times 2200 \text{ mm }$ resin bolt, and the spacing and inter-row distances is $1400 \text{ mm} \times 700 \text{ mm}$. The distance between the orifice of bottom corner bolt and the floor is $200 \text{ mm}$, and the downward inclination of the bolt is $30^\circ$. The bolt anchorage agent is MSK2335 type resin drug roll, and each hole has three drug rolls. The bolt is symmetrically arranged along the center of the chamber roof with 10 bolts per row, and the bolt anchoring force is not less than $10 \text{ t}$. The bolt plate is the steel pallet with $10 \text{ mm}$ thick. The anchored cable is symmetrically arranged along the chamber center line with nine anchored cables per row using $\Phi 17.8 \text{ mm} \times 8000 \text{ mm}$ single steel strand. The anchored cable is arranged in the middle of two bolts and the spacing and inter-row distance is $1400 \text{ mm} \times 700 \text{ mm}$. The anchorage agent is MSK2335 type resin drug roll, and each hole has six drug rolls. The pre-stress is not less than $20 \text{ t}$, which is accomplished by pretensioning. The anchored cable plate is the steel plate whose specification is $200 \text{ mm} \times 200 \text{ mm} \times 20 \text{ mm}$. After installing the bolt and metal mesh, bolt and anchored cable, the first shotcreting is carried out with a spray layer thickness of $30\sim50 \text{ mm}$. After first shotcreting, the combined support of bolt and the reinforced mesh is carried out. The bolting and metal mesh is $2 \text{ m} \times 0.9 \text{ m}$ reinforced mesh. The secondary spray layer thickness is $100 \text{ mm}$ and the final is $200 \text{ mm}$. Water is sprinkled on the grouting surface for maintenance after the shotcreting.

(2) The pressure-relief slot is constructed on both sides of the chamber floor. After the chamber is expanded and the bolt-mesh-shotcreting supports are completed, the pressure-relief slot is symmetrically constructed on both sides of the chamber floor by pneumatic picks, and the length of the pressure-relief slot is the same as the length of the chamber. The width of pressure-relief slot is $0.4 \text{ m}$ and the depth is $1.5 \text{ m}$. Angle steel welded rectangular bracket is used to support the upper laying belt in the pressure-relief slot, and the pressure-relief slot is completely sealed.

(3) Chamber sides and roof shallow surrounding rock are grouted by grouting bolt. Firstly, drilling of the grouting bolt is constructed in the chamber sides and roof, and the grouting bolt is installed. The specification of the grouting bolt is $\Phi 20 \text{ mm} \times 2500 \text{ mm}$, and the spacing and inter-row distances is $2000 \text{ mm} \times 2000 \text{ mm}$. The diameter of grouting drilling is $28 \text{ mm}$, and the depth of drilling is $6 \text{ m}$. The bolt is installed by the MQT-120 pneumatic bolt drilling machine, which is entangled by the
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seal with hemp rope, and the exposed length of grouting bolt is 200 mm. Concentrated grouting are installed after all of the grouting bolts are completed. The Grouting machine model is 2TJZ-60/210, the grouting material is PC32.5 grade cement, and water-cement ratio is 1:4.8. When the grouting pressure reaches 3 MPa, the grouting is stopped.

(4) Chamber sides and floor and pressure-relief slot deep surrounding rock are grouted by grouting anchor cable bundle. The construction of one row drillings of grouting anchor cable bundle is in chamber sides and the construction of the 4 rows is in floor (including pressure-relief slot). One-time concentrated grouting after the adjacent 8–10 anchor cable bundle are installed.

The grouting anchor cable bundle consists of three steel strands with the diameter of 7.8 mm and the length of 8 m, and three anchored cables share one tray. The anchor cable bundle fixed baffle are installed in a proper order of 1m spacing starting from 2.5 m at one end of the steel strand along the length direction of the anchor cable bundle. Three steel strands are separated evenly, and the three steel strands are fixed together by iron wire in the middle of the adjacent fixed baffle. In this way, the anchor cable bundle shows a bubble type distribution structure and increases the anchoring force and the elongation property of anchor cable bundle [28]. The drilling diameter of the grouting anchor cable bundle is 108 mm, and the depth of drilling is 6 m. The spacing and inter-row distances of floor drilling is 1.5 m × 1.5 m. The orifice of the grouting anchor cable bundle of chamber sides are located 0.4 m above the floor, drilling direction and the roadside downward tilt are at an angle of 65°, and the drilling spacing is 1.5 m.

The grout anchorage cables drilling borehole is constructed by the TXU-75A drilling machine, and the casing pipes with a diameter of 108 mm and length of 2 m are installed in the drilling orifice. The external aperture of the casing pipe opening wire is convenient for the grouting construction of anchor cable bundle. The external aperture casing head is in parallel with chamber wall (or floor) to ensure that the anchor cable bundle tray can be cling to chamber wall or floor. After the construction of the anchor cable bundle drilling, the field assembled anchor cable bundle is installed in their proper places. Before the grouting of anchor cable bundle is drilled, a certain amount of gray sand dry material (ratio of fine sand and meters of stone is 1:2) is poured in each anchor cable bundle drilling borehole, and then the grouting construction is initiated. After the end of the anchor cable bundle drilling grouting, and the waiting time of three or four days for solidification, the installation of prestress anchor cable bundle tray is initiated to make sure the pretightening force of the anchor cable bundle reaches 60 t.

5.2. Bolt-Grouting Reinforcement and Floor Pressure-Relief Effect

The deformation and failure of the chamber surrounding rock before renovation are shown in Figure 15. The space of the chamber is narrow, which affects the safe and daily operation of the electromotor and the upper belt of the belt conveyor in the chamber. This is shown through the normal parallel connection between the reducer box shaft and belt drive axle, which needs to be adjusted and maintained every quarter. During the maintenance, the production of the mine and belt has to be stopped. After the whole bolt-grouting reinforcement and the application of the pressure-relief, the chamber support situation has been primarily improved, as shown in Figure 16.

After the renovation of the chamber, the deformation of surrounding rock of chamber was observed and the observed deformation convergence of chamber is shown in Figure 17. It can be seen that the convergence speed of surrounding rock of chamber gradually diminishes and tends to zero after the renovation. This indicates that the surrounding rock of chamber is in a stable state, and that the deformation of surrounding rock was effectively controlled. This also suggests that the chamber bolt-grouting reinforcement and the pressure-relief slot construction design are reasonable and the field test is successful, and the construction ensures the normal use of the chamber.
The surrounding rock of the No.2 belt conveyor head chamber at Xinzhuang coal mine is weak in both lithology and rock strength, and the abutment pressure of the blind incline shaft protective pillar induces the concentrated stress of the surrounding rock of the chamber. Therefore, some preliminary conclusions can be obtained.

6. Conclusions

This work conducted a systematic research for the anchoring-grouting and the floor pressure-relief supporting technology by using theoretical analysis, numerical calculation, and field industrial test in one coal mine in China. Some preliminary conclusions can be obtained.

(1) The surrounding rock of the No.2 belt conveyor head chamber at Xinzhuang coal mine is weak in both lithology and rock strength, and the abutment pressure of the blind incline shaft protective pillar induces the concentrated stress of the surrounding rock of the chamber. Therefore,
the effective load coefficient of the surrounding rock of chamber is higher, which is one of the main reasons of the chamber floor heave and the surrounding rock deformation failure.

(2) Numerical results showed that after the floor pressure-relief slot was excavated in the head chamber, the vertical stress of floor surrounding rock of chamber and the horizontal stress of sides surrounding rock were significantly reduced when compared with the stress before the pressure-relief, and the floor vertical displacement basically remains unchanged. This demonstrates that the floor pressure-relief slot can effectively control the chamber floor heave and is in favor of the long-term stability of the surrounding rock of the chamber.

(3) When the head chamber was repaired, the combined support with the bolt-mesh-shotcreting and anchor cable was applied firstly. Then, the chamber sides and roof shallow surrounding rock were grouted by grouting bolts, and the chamber sides and floor deep surrounding rock were grouted by grouting anchor cable bundles. The chamber floor pressure-relief slot was excavated at last. After the implementation of the above integrated techniques, the surrounding rock of chamber was in a stable state, which suggested that the field test is successful. Therefore, it is reasonable to design and carry out the bolt grouting support and the floor pressure-relief slot of the chamber.

(4) The combined supporting technology with bolt-grouting and floor pressure-relief effectively controls the surrounding rock stability of the deep head chamber at Xinzhuang coal mine. This technology can provide technical support for the deep roadway supporting under similar conditions. It has practical significance and reference value on the development of surrounding rock control theory and technology in the deep roadways.
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